CORAX characteristics

Get to know
CORAX wms,
made by Davanti!
CORAX wms guarantees optimum control over your warehouse management.
Our partners choose CORAX because it is user-friendly, scalable and
web-based. The implementation time is short and it is easy to link to
other systems.

-

Cloud
Fully web-based
SaaS model (Software as a Service: you pay for the use)
1-version strategy
100% core WMS
Apps (Android & IoS)
100% automatic testing
Scalable
Easy to configure with the aid of Wizards
Microsoft Technology

CORAX Modules
CORAX Web
- web browser application
CORAX App
- mobile application
CORAX WCS
- the link between mechanization
		
and the wms
CORAX BI
- for reports
CORAX Biz
- for interfacing with other systems
Davanti Warehousing BV
Head Office
Papendorpseweg 83
3528 BJ Utrecht
Postbus 4060
3502 HB Utrecht
The Netherlands
088 34 54 500
info@davantigroup.com
www.coraxwms.com

				

supply chain but also between its users and stakeholders.
CORAX wms makes this connection by:

EFFICIENCY

Money, resources and time are scarce. A good wms saves your company money. CORAX wms

stand alone. CORAX wms looks for the optimum connection between the different links in the

EFFICIENCY

A wms system is always a link in the total supply chain management and does not operate

CONTROL

Efficiency

CONTROL

Control

recognizes the importance of the efficient use of resources and people. CORAX wms produces
savings by:
1. Offering flexible subscriptions on the basis of users instead of annual licenses;

4. Having access to the entire wms via the cloud, making the management of own

4. Through a user-friendly interface which is easy to understand for everybody;

		 hardware unnecessary;

5. By assisting you with our 24/7 support anywhere in the world.

5. Growing with your company.

INNOVATION

3. Using barcode scanning and automatic identification;

3. Accessibility via any device anywhere in the world;

INNOVATION

2. An optimum connection with and between the people on the shop floor through our app;

CONNECTION

2. Using smart algorithms which optimize the entire warehouse process;

CONNECTION

1. Interfacing with other systems through the CORAX API;

supply chain but also between its users and stakeholders. CORAX wms makes this
connection by:

EFFICIENCY

Technological developments seem to follow each other ever faster. Robotization, virtual and

in a vacuum. CORAX wms looks for the optimum connection between the different links in the

EFFICIENCY

A wms system is always a link in the total supply chain management and does not operate

CONTROL

Innovation

CONTROL

Connection

augmented reality: all issues that will turn the world of warehouse automation upside down.
CORAX wms wants to be a trendsetter in the developments and take our partners to the
warehouse of the twenty-first century. CORAX wms innovates by:

3.		 Guiding users on the shop floor with a user-friendly app;

5. By assisting you with our 24/7 support anywhere in the world.

4.		 Making management information available in a clear and simple manner where the users

INNOVATION

		 with a clear, graphical representation);

4. Through a user-friendly interface which is easy to understand for everybody;

INNOVATION

2.		 Making connection options with other systems easy (making interfacing with MFCS possible

3. Accessibility via any device anywhere in the world;

CONNECTION

1.		 Making use of cloud computing, a safe and accessible manner of data storage;

2. An optimum connection with and between the people on the shop floor through our app;

CONNECTION

1. Interfacing with other systems through the CORAX API;

		 can compile the reports themselves (Power BI);
5.		 Investigating the possibilities of Virtual Reality (the HoloLens and the VR glasses of Microsoft,
		 for example).

CHECK ALL FUNCTIONALITIES ON CORAXWMS.COM!

